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last     //   Last sequence number of sendable message 
DataTDL     //   Deadline duration to transfer Send_Message 
AP_DATA     //   Application Data 
AXIOMS 
axm1   :     partition(NET_MESSAGE, Data, {ACK}, {FIN}) 
axm2   :     AP_DATA ⊆ Data 
axm3   :     Send_Message ∈ ℕ ⇸ NET_MESSAGE 
axm4   :     ran(Send_Message) = Data ∪ {FIN} 
axm5   :     finite(Send_Message) ∧ Send_Message ≠ ∅ 
axm6   :     last = card(Send_Message)−1 
axm7   :     ∀ n· n ∈ dom(Send_Message) ⇒ 0‥n ⊆ dom(Send_Message) 
axm8   :     dom(Send_Message)= 0‥last 
axm9   :     ∀ m · m ∈ dom(Send_Message) ∧ m ≠ last ⇒ Send_Message(m) ≠  FIN 
axm10   :     Send_Message(last) = FIN 
axm11   :     ∀ n· n ∈ ℕ ∧ n < last ⇒ Send_Message(n) ∈ Data 
axm12   :     DataTDL ∈ ℕ 
axm13   :     DataTDL > 0 
axm14   :     ∀ m,x,y · m ∈ Send_Message ∧ m=x↦y ∧ y = FIN ⇒     x = last 
axm15   :     ∀  x · x ∈     dom(Send_Message) ⇒ x ∈   0‥last 











axm1   :     PacketTDL ∈ ℕ 











axm1   :     MaxResend > 1 
axm5   :     ResendingDL > 0 
axm6   :     PacketTDL ≥ (MaxResend+1)∗ResendingDL 












axm1   :     ChannelDL ∈ ℕ 
axm2   :     ResendingDL > 2∗ChannelDL 
axm3   :     ReceiverDL ∈ ℕ 
axm4   :     ReceiverDL ≥  MaxResend ∗  ResendingDL+2∗ChannelDL 
axm5   :     ReceiverDL ≥ PacketTDL 









transfered0     //   Whole transfered Message 
Transfered     //   Flag 
Start_Transfering     //   Flag 




inv1   :     transfered0 ⊆ Send_Message 
inv2   :     Start_Transfering ∈ BOOL 
inv3   :     Transfered  ∈ BOOL 
inv4   :     Error ∈ BOOL 
inv5   :     time∈ℕ 
inv6   :     Start_TransferingT∈ ℕ 
inv7   :     dom(Send_Message) = 0‥last 
inv8   :     last ≥ 0 
EVENTS 




act1   :     transfered0 ≔ ∅ 
act2   :     Transfered ≔ FALSE 
act3   :     Start_Transfering ≔ FALSE 
act4   :     Error ≔  FALSE 
act5   :     time ≔ 0 
act6   :     Start_TransferingT ≔ 0 
END 
 




grd1   :     Start_Transfering = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Start_Transfering ≔ TRUE 
act2   :     Start_TransferingT ≔ time 
END 
 




grd1   :     Transfered = FALSE 
grd2   :     Start_Transfering = TRUE 
grd3   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Transfered ≔ TRUE 
act2   :     transfered0 ≔  Send_Message 
END 
 




grd1   :     Start_Transfering = TRUE 
grd2   :     Transfered = FALSE 
grd3   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 











grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd3   :     Start_Transfering=TRUE∧Transfered = FALSE ∧Error=FALSE⇒time+tick≤Start_TransferingT+DataTDL 
THEN 















transfered     //   Whole transfered Message 
Transfering     //   Flag 






inv1   :     transfered ⊆ Send_Message 
inv2   :     Start_Transfering ∈ BOOL 
inv3   :     Transfering ⊆ dom(Send_Message) 
inv4   :     Error ∈ BOOL 
inv5   :     time∈ℕ 
inv6   :     TransferingT∈ Transfering → ℕ 
inv7   :     Start_TransferingT∈ ℕ 
inv8   :     ∀ n· n ∈ Transfering ∧ n >0 ⇒ n−1 ∈ Transfering 
inv9   :     ∀ n· n ∈ Transfering  ⇒ 0‥n ⊆ Transfering 
inv10   :     Transfering = dom(transfered) 
inv11   :     Transfering ≠ ∅ ⇒ Start_Transfering= TRUE 
inv12   :     last ∈ Transfering ⇔  Transfered = TRUE 
inv13   :     last>0 ∧ last−1 ∈ Transfering ∧ last ∉ Transfering⇒ transfered ∪ {last ↦ FIN} = Send_Message 
inv14   :     last=0 ∧ last ∉ Transfering⇒ transfered ∪ {last ↦ FIN} = Send_Message 
inv15   :     last ∈ Transfering ⇒ transfered0 = transfered 
inv16   :     0 ∉ Transfering ⇒ Transfering = ∅ 
inv17   :     ∀ x,y · x ∈ ℕ ⇸ NET_MESSAGE ∧ y ⊆ x ∧   dom(x) = dom(y) ⇒   x = y 
inv18   :     ∀ n· n ∈ Transfering ∧ n+1 ∉ Transfering ⇒ 0‥n = Transfering 
EVENTS 




act1   :     transfered ≔ ∅ 
act2   :     Transfering ≔ ∅ 
act3   :     Error ≔  FALSE 
act4   :     time ≔ 0 
act5   :     TransferingT ≔ ∅ 
act6   :     Start_Transfering ≔ FALSE 
act7   :     Start_TransferingT ≔ 0 
END 
 







grd1   :     Start_Transfering = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Start_Transfering ≔ TRUE 
act2   :     Start_TransferingT ≔ time 
END 
 
Transfering   ≙    
STATUS 
ordinary 







grd1   :     Start_Transfering = TRUE 
grd2   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd3   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd4   :     x ∉ Transfering 
grd5   :     x = 0 ⇒  Transfering= ∅ 
grd6   :     x > 0 ⇒ x−1 ∈ Transfering 
grd7   :     Error = FALSE 
grd8   :     x < last 
THEN 
act1   :     Transfering ≔ Transfering ∪ {x} 
act2   :     transfered ≔ transfered ∪ {m} 
act3   :     TransferingT(x) ≔ time 
END 
 










grd1   :     Start_Transfering = TRUE 
grd2   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd3   :     x = last 
grd4   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd5   :     x ∉ Transfering 
grd6   :     x > 0 ⇒ x−1 ∈ Transfering 
grd7   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Transfering ≔ Transfering ∪ {x} 
act2   :     transfered ≔ transfered ∪ {m} 
act3   :     TransferingT(x) ≔ time 
END 
 






grd1   :     Start_Transfering = TRUE 
grd2   :     last ∉ Transfering 
grd3   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Error ≔  TRUE 
END 
 








grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd3   :     Start_Transfering = TRUE ∧ last ∉Transfering∧Error=FALSE⇒time+tick≤Start_TransferingT+DataTDL 
THEN 
act1   :     time ≔ time+tick 
END 









m02     //   Deadline(Start_Transfering, Transfering(0)∨ Error, PacketTDL) 







transfered     //   Whole transfered Message 
Transfering     //   Flag 






inv1   :     Start_Transfering=TRUE ∧0 ∉Transfering∧Error=FALSE 
        ⇒time≤Start_TransferingT+ PacketTDL 
 
inv2   :     0 ∈ Transfering ∧ Error=FALSE ⇒TransferingT(0)≤Start_TransferingT+ PacketTDL 
inv3   :     ∀ x · x < last ∧ x ∈ Transfering ∧ x+1 ∉Transfering∧Error=FALSE 
        ⇒time≤TransferingT(x)+ PacketTDL 
 
inv4   :     ∀ y · y ∈ Transfering ∧ Error = FALSE 
        ⇒TransferingT(y)≤Start_TransferingT+(y+1)∗PacketTDL 
 
inv5   :     Start_TransferingT ≤ time 
EVENTS 





act1   :     transfered ≔ ∅ 
act2   :     Transfering ≔ ∅ 
act3   :     Error ≔  FALSE 
act4   :     time ≔ 0 
act5   :     TransferingT ≔ ∅ 
act6   :     Start_Transfering ≔ FALSE 
act7   :     Start_TransferingT ≔ 0 
END 
 







grd1   :     Start_Transfering = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Start_Transfering ≔ TRUE 
act2   :     Start_TransferingT ≔ time 
END 
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grd1   :     Start_Transfering = TRUE 
grd2   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd3   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd4   :     x ∉ Transfering 
grd5   :     x = 0 ⇒  Transfering= ∅ 
grd6   :     x > 0 ⇒ x−1 ∈ Transfering 
grd7   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Transfering ≔ Transfering ∪ {x} 
act2   :     transfered ≔ transfered ∪ {m} 
act3   :     TransferingT(x) ≔ time 
END 
 







grd1   :     Start_Transfering = TRUE 
grd2   :     last ∉ Transfering 
grd3   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Error ≔  TRUE 
END 
 








grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd3   :     Start_Transfering=TRUE∧0 ∉Transfering∧Error=FALSE⇒time+tick≤Start_TransferingT+ PacketTDL 
grd4   :     ∀ x · x < last ∧ x ∈ Transfering ∧ x+1 ∉Transfering∧Error=FALSE⇒time+tick≤TransferingT(x)+ PacketTDL 
THEN 










   //   Deadline(Start_Transfering, Sending(0), 0) 
   //      ∀ x · x<last ∣ Deadline(Sending(x),Transfered(x)∨ Error, PacketTDL) 







Transfering     //   Flag 
TransferingT     //   Flag 
Sending     //   Flag 
Error     //   Flag 
transfered 
sent2     //   sent packets 
time     //   time 
SendingT     //   time of sending 
INVARIANTS 
inv1   :     Sending ⊆ dom(Send_Message)     //   Type 
inv2   :     finite(Sending) 
inv3   :     sent2 ⊆ Send_Message     //   Type 
inv4   :     SendingT ∈ Sending → ℕ     //   Type 
inv5   :     0 ∈ Sending ⇔  Start_Transfering = TRUE     //   gluing invariant 
inv6   :     0 ∈ Sending ⇒ SendingT(0) = Start_TransferingT     //   gluing invariant 
inv7   :     ∀ n· n ∈ Sending ∧ n >0 ⇒ n−1 ∈ Transfering 
inv8   :     Transfering ⊆ Sending 
inv9   :     ∀ n· n ∈ Sending ∧ n >0 ⇒ n−1 ∈ Sending 
inv10   :     ∀ n· n ∈ Sending  ⇒ 0‥n ⊆ Sending 
inv11   :     ∀ n· n ∈ Sending ∧ n+1 ∉ Sending ⇒ 0‥n = Sending 
inv13   :     ∀ x · x >0 ∧ x ∈ Sending ⇒ TransferingT(x−1) = SendingT(x) 
inv14   :     ∀ x · x ∈ Transfering ⇒ x ∈ Sending 
inv15   :     ∀ x · x <last ∧ x ∈ Transfering ∧ x+1 ∉ Sending ∧ Error = FALSE 
         ⇒time≤TransferingT(x)+0 
 
inv16   :     ∀ x · x ∈ Transfering ⇒ TransferingT(x) ≤  time 
inv17   :     dom(sent2)=Sending 
inv18   :     0 ∉ Sending ⇒ Sending = ∅ 
inv19   :     ∀ x · x ∈dom(TransferingT) ⇒ time ≥ TransferingT(x) 
EVENTS 




act1   :     Sending ≔  ∅ 
act2   :     Error ≔ FALSE 
act3   :     transfered ≔ ∅ 
act4   :     sent2 ≔ ∅ 
act5   :     time ≔ 0 
act6   :     SendingT ≔ ∅ 
act7   :     Transfering ≔ ∅ 
act8   :     TransferingT ≔ ∅ 
END 
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grd2   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd3   :     x ∉ Sending 
grd4   :     x=0 
grd5   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Sending ≔ Sending ∪ {x} 
act2   :     sent2 ≔ sent2 ∪ {m} 
act3   :     SendingT(x) ≔ time 
END 
 








grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd3   :     x ∉ Sending 
grd4   :     x = 0 ⇒  Transfering= ∅ 
grd5   :     x > 0 ∧ x−1 ∈ Transfering 
grd6   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Sending ≔ Sending ∪ {x} 
act2   :     sent2 ≔ sent2 ∪ {m} 
act3   :     SendingT(x) ≔ time 
END 
 










grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd3   :     x ∉ Transfering 
grd4   :     x ∈ Sending 
grd5   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Transfering ≔ Transfering ∪ {x} 
act2   :     transfered ≔ transfered ∪ {m} 
act3   :     TransferingT(x) ≔ time 
END 
 








grd1   :     x ∈ Sending 
grd2   :     x ∉ Transfering 
grd3   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Error ≔  TRUE 
END 
 
Tick_Tock   ≙    
STATUS 








grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd3   :     ∀ x · x ∈ Sending ∧ x ∉ Transfering ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤SendingT(x)+PacketTDL 
 
grd4   :     ∀ x · x <last ∧ x ∈ Transfering ∧ x+1 ∉ Sending ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤TransferingT(x)+0 
 
THEN 
act1   :     time ≔ time+tick 
END 
 







   //   Deadline(Start_Transfering, Sending03(0↦0), 0) 
   //      ∀ x · x<= last ∣  Deadline(Sending03(x↦0), Transfering03(x↦0)∨ResendingProcess(x↦1),ResendingDL) 
   //     ∀ x0,x1 · x1 < MaxResend ∣   Deadline(ResendingProcess(x0↦x1), Transfering03(x0↦x1)∨ ResendingProc
ess(x0↦x1+1),ResendingDL) 
   //     ∀ x0 · x0<=last ∣  Deadline(ResendingProcess(x0↦MaxResend) ,Transfering03(x0↦MaxResend)∨Error,Re
sendingDL) 
   //      ∀ x0,x1 · x0 <last ∣  Deadline(Transfering03(x0↦x1) ,Sending03(x0+1↦0)∨ Error,0) 
   //      ∀ x0,x1 · x1 = 0 ∣  Delay(Sending03(x0↦x1) ,ResendingProcess(x0↦x1+1),ResendingDL) 
   //      ∀ x0,x1 · x1 > 0 ∧ x1 < MaxResend ∣  Delay(ResendingProcess(x0↦x1) ,ResendingProcess(x0↦x1+1),Res
endingDL) 







Sending03     //   Flag 
Error     //   Flag 
Transfering03     //   Flag 
transfered 
sent2     //   sent packets 
time 
Sending03T 
Transfering03T     //   time 
ResendingProcess     //   Flag 
ResendingProcessT     //   time 
INVARIANTS 
inv1   :     ResendingProcess ∈ Sending ↔ 1‥MaxResend     //   Type 
inv2   :     ResendingProcessT ∈ ResendingProcess → ℕ     //   Type 
inv3   :     Sending03 ∈ Sending → {0}     //   Type 
inv4   :     Sending03T ∈ Sending03 → ℕ     //   Type 
inv5   :     ∀ x · x ∈ dom(SendingT) ⇒ Sending03T(x ↦ 0) = SendingT(x)     //   gluing 
inv6   :     Transfering03 ∈ Transfering → 0‥MaxResend     //   Type 
inv7   :     Transfering03T ∈ Transfering03 → ℕ     //   Type 
inv8   :
    
∀ x,y · x ∈ dom(TransferingT) ∧ x↦ y ∈ dom(Transfering03T)  ⇒ Transfering03T(x↦y) = Transf
eringT(x) 
   //   gluin
g 
inv9   :     ∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ ResendingProcess ∧ y > 1 ⇒ x↦y−1 ∈ ResendingProcess 
inv10   :     ∀ x · x↦1 ∈ ResendingProcess ⇒ x↦0 ∈ Sending03 
inv11   : 
   
∀ x0,x1 · x1 < MaxResend ∧  x0↦x1 ∈ ResendingProcess ∧ x0↦x1 ∉ Transfering03 ∧ x0↦x1+1 ∉ Resending
Process 
         ⇒time≤ResendingProcessT(x0↦x1)+ResendingDL 
 
inv12   :     ∀ x0 · x0↦MaxResend ∈ ResendingProcess ∧ x0↦MaxResend ∉ Transfering03 ∧ Error = FALSE 
         ⇒time≤ResendingProcessT(x0↦MaxResend)+ResendingDL 
 
inv13   :     ∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦0 ∉ Transfering03 ∧ x↦1 ∉ ResendingProcess 
         ⇒time≤Sending03T(x↦0)+ResendingDL 
 
inv14   :     ∀ x0,x1 · x0↦x1 ∈ ResendingProcess ⇒ 1‥x1 ⊆ ran({x0}◁ResendingProcess) 
inv15   :     ∀ x0,x1 · x0↦x1 ∈ ResendingProcess⇒ResendingProcessT(x0↦x1)≤Sending03T(x0↦0)+ (x1) ∗  ResendingDL 
inv16   :     dom(ResendingProcess) ⊆ dom(Sending03) 
EVENTS 




act1   :     Sending03 ≔  ∅ 
act2   :     Error ≔ FALSE 
act3   :     Transfering03 ≔  ∅ 
act4   :     transfered ≔ ∅ 
act5   :     sent2 ≔ ∅ 
act6   :     time ≔ 0 Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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act7   :     Sending03T ≔ ∅ 
act8   :     Transfering03T ≔ ∅ 
act9   :     ResendingProcess ≔ ∅ 
act10   :     ResendingProcessT ≔ ∅ 
END 
 











grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd3   :     x↦0 ∉ Sending03 
grd4   :     x = 0 ⇒Transfering03=∅ 
grd5   :     x > 0 ⇒ x−1 ∈ dom(Transfering03) 
grd6   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Sending03 ≔ Sending03 ∪ {x↦0} 
act2   :     sent2 ≔ sent2 ∪ {m} 
act3   :     Sending03T(x↦0) ≔ time 
END 
 







grd1   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ ResendingProcess 
grd2   :     x0 ∉ dom(Transfering03) 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ResendingProcess 
grd4   :     x1 ≤ MaxResend 
grd5   :     Error = FALSE 
grd6   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ⇒ time ≥  Sending03T(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
grd7   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ ResendingProcess ⇒ time ≥  ResendingProcessT(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     ResendingProcess ≔ ResendingProcess ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     ResendingProcessT(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time 
END 
 











grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y 
grd3   :     x0 ∉ dom(Transfering03) 
grd4   :     x0 ↦ x1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ ResendingProcess 
grd5   :     Error = FALSE 
WITH 
x   :     x=x0 
THEN 
act1   :     Transfering03 ≔ Transfering03 ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     transfered ≔ transfered  ∪ {m} Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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act3   :     Transfering03T(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time 
END 
 









grd1   :     x ↦ y ∈ ResendingProcess 
grd2   :     x ∉ dom(Transfering03) 
grd3   :     y = MaxResend 
grd4   :     Error = FALSE 
grd5   :     time ≥  ResendingProcessT(x↦y) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Error ≔  TRUE 
END 
 








grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd3   :     ∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦0 ∉ Transfering03 ∧ x↦1 ∉ ResendingProcess 
            ⇒time+tick≤Sending03T(x↦0)+ResendingDL 
 
grd4   : 
   
∀ x0,x1 · x1 < MaxResend ∧  x0↦x1 ∈ ResendingProcess ∧ x0↦x1 ∉ Transfering03 ∧ x0↦x1+1 ∉ Resending
Process 
            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingProcessT(x0↦x1)+ResendingDL 
 
grd5   :     ∀ x0 · x0↦MaxResend ∈ ResendingProcess ∧ x0↦MaxResend ∉ Transfering03 ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingProcessT(x0↦MaxResend)+ResendingDL 
 
grd6   :     ∀ x0,x1 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ Transfering03 ∧ x0+1 ↦0 ∉ Sending03 ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤Transfering03T(x0↦x1)+0 
 
THEN 











   //   @grd3 Deadline(Start_Transfering, {Sending03(0↦0)}, 0) 
   //      @grd4 ∀ x · x <= last ∣  Deadline(Sending03(x↦0), {Transfered03(x↦0),ResendingProcess(x↦1)},Resendi
ngDL) 
   //      @grd5 ∀ x0,x1 · x1 < MaxResend ∣   Deadline(ResendingProcess(x0↦x1), {Transfered03(x0↦x1), Resendi
ngProcess(x0↦x1+1)},ResendingDL) 
   //      @grd6 ∀ x0 ·x0 <=last ∣  Deadline(ResendingProcess(x0↦MaxResend) ,{Transfered03(x0↦MaxResend),E
rror},ResendingDL) 







Sending03     //   Flag 
Error     //   Flag 
Transfering03     //   Flag 
transfered 
sent2     //   sent packets 
time 
Sending03T 
Transfering03T     //   time 
ResendingProcess     //   Flag 
ResendingProcessT     //   time 
DataLost     //   Flag 
ACKLost     //   Flag 
INVARIANTS 
inv1   :     DataLost ⊆ Sending03 ∪ ResendingProcess 
inv2   :     ACKLost ⊆ Sending03 ∪ ResendingProcess 
EVENTS 





act1   :     Sending03 ≔  ∅ 
act2   :     Error ≔ FALSE 
act3   :     Transfering03 ≔  ∅ 
act4   :     transfered ≔ ∅ 
act5   :     sent2 ≔ ∅ 
act6   :     time ≔ 0 
act7   :     Sending03T ≔ ∅ 
act8   :     Transfering03T ≔ ∅ 
act9   :     ResendingProcess ≔ ∅ 
act10   :     ResendingProcessT ≔ ∅ 
act13   :     DataLost ≔ ∅ 
act14   :     ACKLost ≔ ∅ 
END 
 











grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd3   :     x↦0 ∉ Sending03 Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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grd4   :     x = 0 ⇒Transfering03=∅ 
grd5   :     x > 0 ⇒ x−1 ∈ dom(Transfering03) 
grd6   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Sending03 ≔ Sending03 ∪ {x↦0} 
act2   :     sent2 ≔ sent2 ∪ {m} 
act3   :     Sending03T(x↦0) ≔ time 
END 
 







grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ ResendingProcess 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Transfering03 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
grd4   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ACKLost 
THEN 
act1   :     DataLost ≔ DataLost ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
END 
 







grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ ResendingProcess 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Transfering03 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
grd4   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ACKLost 
THEN 
act1   :     ACKLost ≔ ACKLost ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
END 
 










grd1   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ ResendingProcess 
grd2   :     x0 ∉ dom(Transfering03) 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ResendingProcess 
grd4   :     x1 ≤ MaxResend 
grd5   :     Error = FALSE 
grd6   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ⇒ time ≥  Sending03T(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
grd7   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ ResendingProcess ⇒ time ≥  ResendingProcessT(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     ResendingProcess ≔ ResendingProcess ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     ResendingProcessT(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time 
END 
 












grd1   :     x ↦ y ∈ ResendingProcess 
grd2   :     x ∉ dom(Transfering03) 
grd3   :     y = MaxResend 
grd4   :     Error = FALSE 
grd5   :     time ≥  ResendingProcessT(x↦y) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Error ≔  TRUE 
END 
 









grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd3   :     ∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦0 ∉ Transfering03 ∧ x↦1 ∉ ResendingProcess 
            ⇒time+tick≤Sending03T(x↦0)+ResendingDL 
 
grd4   : 
   
∀ x0,x1 · x1 < MaxResend ∧  x0↦x1 ∈ ResendingProcess ∧ x0↦x1 ∉ Transfering03 ∧ x0↦x1+1 ∉ Resending
Process 
            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingProcessT(x0↦x1)+ResendingDL 
 
grd5   :     ∀ x0 · x0↦MaxResend ∈ ResendingProcess ∧ x0↦MaxResend ∉ Transfering03 ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingProcessT(x0↦MaxResend)+ResendingDL 
 
grd6   :     ∀ x0,x1 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ Transfering03 ∧ x0+1 ↦0 ∉ Sending03 ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤Transfering03T(x0↦x1)+0 
 
THEN 
act1   :     time ≔ time+tick 
END 
 












grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y 
grd3   :     x0 ∉ dom(Transfering03) 
grd4   :     x0 ↦ x1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ ResendingProcess 
grd5   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Transfering03 ≔ Transfering03 ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     transfered ≔ transfered  ∪ {m} 











   //   Deadline(Start_Transfering, Sending03(0↦0), 0) 
   //      ∀ x · x ≤ last ∣  Deadline(Sending03(x↦0), Transfered03(x↦0)∨ResendingProcess(x↦1),ResendingDL) 
   //      ∀ x0,x1 · x1 < MaxResend ∣   Deadline(ResendingProcess(x0↦x1), Transfered03(x0↦x1)∨ ResendingProce
ss(x0↦x1+1),ResendingDL) 
   //      ∀ x0 · x ≤ last  ∣  Deadline(ResendingProcess(x0↦MaxResend) ,Transfered03(x0↦MaxResend)∨Error,Res
endingDL) 
   //      ∀ x0,x1 · x0 <last ∣  Deadline(Transfered03(x0↦x1) ,Sending03(x0+1↦0)∨ Error,0) 
   //      ∀ x · x ≤ last ∧ y ≤ MaxResend ∣ Deadline(Sending03(x↦0), Receiving(x↦0)∨ DataLost(x↦0), ChannelD
L) 
   //      ∀ x,y · x ≤ last ∧ y ≤ MaxResend  ∣ Deadline(Resending(x↦y), Receiving(x↦y)∨ Rereceiving(x↦y)∨DataL
ost(x↦y),ChannelDL) 
   //      ∀ x,y · x ≤ last ∧ y ≤ MaxResend ∣ Deadline(Receiving(x↦y), ReceivingACK(x↦y)∨ACKLost(x↦y),Chann
elDL) 








Sending03     //   Flag 
Error     //   Flag 
ReceivingACK     //   Flag 
transfered 
sent2     //   sent packets 
time 
Sending03T 
ReceivingACKT     //   time 
Resending     //   Flag 
ResendingT     //   time 
DataLost     //   Flag 
ACKLost     //   Flag 
Receiving     //   Flag 
ReceivingT     //   time 
received     //   Keep track of the received packetes in the receiver 
Rereceiving     //   Flag 
RereceivingT     //   time 
Receiver_Error     //   Flag 
INVARIANTS 
inv1   :     Transfering03=ReceivingACK     //   Gluing 
inv2   :     Transfering03T= ReceivingACKT     //   Gluing 
inv3   :     Receiving ∈ dom(Sending03) ⇸ 0‥MaxResend     //   Type 
inv4   :     ReceivingT ∈ Receiving → ℕ     //   Type 
inv5   :     received ⊆ sent2     //   Type 
inv6   :     ResendingProcess = Resending 
inv7   :     ResendingProcessT = ResendingT 
inv8   :     Rereceiving ⊆ Resending     //   Type 
inv9   :     RereceivingT ∈ Rereceiving → ℕ     //   Type 
inv10   :     Receiving ⊆ Sending03 ∪ Resending 
inv11   :     ACKLost ⊆ Receiving ∪ Rereceiving 
inv12   :     ∀ x · x ∈ Receiving ∪ Rereceiving ⇒ x ∉ DataLost 
inv13   :     ReceivingACK ⊆ Receiving ∪ Rereceiving 
inv14   :     Receiver_Error ∈ BOOL     //   Type 
inv15   :     ∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦1 ∈ Resending ⇒ ResendingT(x↦1) ≥  Sending03T(x↦0) + ResendingDL 
inv16   :     ∀ x,y · x↦y−1 ∈ Resending ∧ x↦y ∈ Resending ⇒ ResendingT(x↦y) ≥  ResendingT(x↦y−1) + ResendingDL 
EVENTS 




act1   :     Sending03 ≔  ∅ Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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act2   :     Error ≔ FALSE 
act3   :     ReceivingACK ≔  ∅ 
act4   :     transfered ≔ ∅ 
act5   :     sent2 ≔ ∅ 
act6   :     time ≔ 0 
act7   :     Sending03T ≔ ∅ 
act8   :     ReceivingACKT ≔ ∅ 
act9   :     Resending ≔ ∅ 
act10   :     ResendingT ≔ ∅ 
act11   :     DataLost ≔ ∅ 
act12   :     ACKLost ≔ ∅ 
act13   :     Receiving ≔ ∅ 
act14   :     ReceivingT ≔ ∅ 
act15   :     received ≔ ∅ 
act16   :     Rereceiving ≔ ∅ 
act17   :     RereceivingT ≔ ∅ 
act18   :     Receiver_Error ≔  FALSE 
END 
 










grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd3   :     x↦0 ∉ Sending03 
grd4   :     x = 0 ⇒ReceivingACK=∅ 
grd5   :     x > 0 ⇒ x−1 ∈ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd6   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Sending03 ≔ Sending03 ∪ {x↦0} 
act2   :     sent2 ≔ sent2 ∪ {m} 
act3   :     Sending03T(x↦0) ≔ time 
END 
 









grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ Resending 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Receiving ∪ Rereceiving 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
THEN 
act1   :     DataLost ≔ DataLost ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
END 
 









grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Resending ∪ Sending03 
grd4   :     x0 ∉ dom(Receiving) 
grd5   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
THEN 
act1   :     Receiving ≔ Receiving ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act2   :     received ≔ received ∪ {m} 
act3   :     ReceivingT(x0↦x1) ≔ time 
END 
 







grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Resending 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Rereceiving 
grd4   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Receiving 
grd5   :     x0 ∈ dom(Receiving) 
THEN 
act1   :     Rereceiving ≔ Rereceiving ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act2   :     RereceivingT(x0↦x1) ≔ time 
END 
 









grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Receiving ∪ Rereceiving 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ReceivingACK 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ACKLost 
THEN 
act1   :     ACKLost ≔ ACKLost ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
END 
 









grd1   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ Resending 
grd2   :     x0 ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Resending 
grd4   :     x1 ≤ MaxResend 
grd5   :     Error = FALSE 
grd6   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ⇒ time ≥  Sending03T(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
grd7   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Resending ⇒ time ≥  ResendingT(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Resending ≔ Resending ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     ResendingT(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time 
END 
 













grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y 
grd3   :     x0 ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd4   :     x0 ↦ x1 ∈ Receiving ∪ Rereceiving 
grd5   :     x0 ↦ x1 ∉ ACKLost 
grd6   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     ReceivingACK ≔ ReceivingACK ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     transfered ≔ transfered  ∪ {m} 
act3   :     ReceivingACKT(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time 
END 
 









grd1   :     x ↦ y ∈ Resending 
grd2   :     x ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd3   :     y = MaxResend 
grd4   :     Error = FALSE 
grd5   :     time ≥  ResendingT(x ↦ y) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Error ≔  TRUE 
END 
 







grd1   :     Receiver_Error = FALSE 
grd2   :     Receiving ≠ ∅ 
grd3   :     last ∉ dom(Receiving) 
grd4   :     x ↦ y ∈ Receiving 
grd5   :     x < last 
grd6   :     x+1 ↦ y ∉ Receiving 
grd7   :     time ≥  ReceivingT(x ↦ y) + MaxResend ∗  ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Receiver_Error ≔ TRUE 
END 
 








grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd3   :     ∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦0 ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x↦1 ∉ Resending 
            ⇒time+tick≤Sending03T(x↦0)+ResendingDL 
 
grd4   :     ∀ x0,x1 · x1 < MaxResend ∧  x0↦x1 ∈ Resending ∧ x0↦x1 ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x0↦x1+1 ∉ Resending 
            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingT(x0↦x1)+ResendingDL 
 Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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grd5   :     ∀ x0 · x0↦MaxResend ∈ Resending ∧ x0↦MaxResend ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingT(x0↦MaxResend)+ResendingDL 
 
grd6   :     ∀ x0,x1 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ ReceivingACK ∧ x0+1 ↦0 ∉ Sending03 ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤ReceivingACKT(x0↦x1)+0 
 
grd7   :
    
∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦0 ∉ Receiving ∧ x↦0 ∉ DataLost ⇒ time+tick ≤ Sending03T(x
↦0) + ChannelDL 
   //   Chan
nel 
grd8   
:    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Resending ∧ x↦y ∉ Receiving ∧ x↦y ∉ Rereceiving ∧ x↦y ∉ DataLost ⇒ time+
tick ≤ ResendingT(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
   //   Cha
nnel 
grd9   :
    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Receiving ∧ x↦y ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x↦y ∉ ACKLost ⇒ time+tick ≤ Receivin
gT(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
   //   Chan
nel 
grd10   
:    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Rereceiving ∧ x↦y ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x↦y ∉ ACKLost ⇒ time+tick ≤ Rerecei
vingT(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
   //   Chan
nel 
grd11   
:    
∀ x0,x1,x2 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ Receiving ∧ x0+1 ↦x2 ∉ Receiving ∧x0 ↦x1+1 ∉ Rereceivi
ng  ∧ Receiver_Error = FALSE 
             ⇒time+tick≤ReceivingT(x0↦x1)+ReceiverDL 
 
   //   Rece
iver 
grd12   
:    
∀ x0,x1,x2 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ Rereceiving ∧ x0+1 ↦x2 ∉ Receiving ∧x0 ↦x1+1 ∉ Rereceiv
ing  ∧ Receiver_Error = FALSE 
             ⇒time+tick≤RereceivingT(x0↦x1)+ReceiverDL 
 
   //   Rece
iver 
THEN 















Sending03     //   Flag 
Error     //   Flag 
ReceivingACK     //   Flag 
transfered 
sent2     //   sent packets 
time 
Sending03T 
ReceivingACKT     //   time 
Resending     //   Flag 
ResendingT     //   time 
DataLost     //   Flag 
ACKLost     //   Flag 
Receiving     //   Flag 
ReceivingT     //   time 
received     //   Keep track of the received packetes in the receiver 
Rereceiving     //   Flag 
RereceivingT     //   time 
Receiver_Error     //   Flag 
INVARIANTS 
inv1   :
    
∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦0 ∉ Receiving ∧ x↦0 ∉ DataLost ⇒ time ≤ Sending03T(x↦0) + 
ChannelDL 
   //   Chann
el 
inv2   
:    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Resending ∧ x↦y ∉ Receiving ∧ x↦y ∉ Rereceiving ∧ x↦y ∉ DataLost ⇒ time ≤ 
ResendingT(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
   //   Cha
nnel 
inv3   :
    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Receiving ∧ x↦y ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x↦y ∉ ACKLost ⇒ time ≤ ReceivingT(x↦
y) + ChannelDL 
   //   Chan
nel 
inv4   :
    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Rereceiving ∧ x↦y ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x↦y ∉ ACKLost ⇒ time ≤ RereceivingT(
x↦y) + ChannelDL 
   //   Chan
nel 
inv5   :     ∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦0 ∈ Receiving ⇒ ReceivingT(x↦0) ≤ Sending03T(x↦0) + ChannelDL 
inv6   :     ∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Resending ∧ x↦y ∈ Receiving ⇒ ReceivingT(x↦y) ≤ ResendingT(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
inv7   :     ∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Rereceiving ⇒ x ∈ dom(Receiving) 
inv8   :     ∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Resending ∧ x↦y ∈ Rereceiving ⇒ RereceivingT(x↦y) ≤ ResendingT(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
inv9   :     ∀ x,y · x ↦ y∈Rereceiving ⇒ x ↦ y∈Resending 
inv17   :     ∀ x,y · x ↦ y ∈ Resending ⇒ ( x ↦ y−1 ∈ Receiving ∪ Rereceiving ∧ x ↦ y−1 ∈ ACKLost) ∨ 
         (x ↦ y−1 ∈ DataLost) 
 
EVENTS 





act1   :     Sending03 ≔  ∅ 
act2   :     Error ≔ FALSE 
act3   :     ReceivingACK ≔  ∅ 
act4   :     transfered ≔ ∅ 
act5   :     sent2 ≔ ∅ 
act6   :     time ≔ 0 
act7   :     Sending03T ≔ ∅ 
act8   :     ReceivingACKT ≔ ∅ 
act9   :     Resending ≔ ∅ 
act10   :     ResendingT ≔ ∅ 
act11   :     DataLost ≔ ∅ 
act12   :     ACKLost ≔ ∅ 
act13   :     Receiving ≔ ∅ 
act14   :     ReceivingT ≔ ∅ 
act15   :     received ≔ ∅ 
act16   :     Rereceiving ≔ ∅ Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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act17   :     RereceivingT ≔ ∅ 
act18   :     Receiver_Error ≔  FALSE 
END 
 











grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd3   :     x↦0 ∉ Sending03 
grd4   :     x = 0 ⇒ReceivingACK=∅ 
grd5   :     x > 0 ⇒ x−1 ∈ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd6   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Sending03 ≔ Sending03 ∪ {x↦0} 
act2   :     sent2 ≔ sent2 ∪ {m} 
act3   :     Sending03T(x↦0) ≔ time 
END 
 










grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ Resending 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Receiving ∪ Rereceiving 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
THEN 
act1   :     DataLost ≔ DataLost ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
END 
 












grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Resending ∪ Sending03 
grd4   :     x0 ∉ dom(Receiving) 
grd5   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
THEN 
act1   :     Receiving ≔ Receiving ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act2   :     received ≔ received ∪ {m} 
act3   :     ReceivingT(x0↦x1) ≔ time 
END 
 
Rereceiving   ≙    











grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Resending 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Rereceiving 
grd4   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Receiving 
grd5   :     x0 ∈ dom(Receiving) 
THEN 
act1   :     Rereceiving ≔ Rereceiving ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act2   :     RereceivingT(x0↦x1) ≔ time 
END 
 










grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Receiving ∪ Rereceiving 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ReceivingACK 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ACKLost 
THEN 
act1   :     ACKLost ≔ ACKLost ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
END 
 










grd1   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ Resending 
grd2   :     x0 ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Resending 
grd4   :     x1 ≤ MaxResend 
grd5   :     Error = FALSE 
grd6   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ⇒ time ≥  Sending03T(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
grd7   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Resending ⇒ time ≥  ResendingT(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Resending ≔ Resending ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     ResendingT(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time 
END 
 











WHERE Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y 
grd3   :     x0 ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd4   :     x0 ↦ x1 ∈ Receiving ∪ Rereceiving 
grd5   :     x0 ↦ x1 ∉ ACKLost 
grd6   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     ReceivingACK ≔ ReceivingACK ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     transfered ≔ transfered  ∪ {m} 
act3   :     ReceivingACKT(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time 
END 
 










grd1   :     x ↦ y ∈ Resending 
grd2   :     x ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd3   :     y = MaxResend 
grd4   :     Error = FALSE 
grd5   :     time ≥  ResendingT(x ↦ y) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Error ≔  TRUE 
END 
 










grd1   :     Receiver_Error = FALSE 
grd2   :     Receiving ≠ ∅ 
grd3   :     last ∉ dom(Receiving) 
grd4   :     x ↦ y ∈ Receiving 
grd5   :     x < last 
grd6   :     x+1 ↦ y ∉ Receiving 
grd7   :     time ≥  ReceivingT(x ↦ y) + MaxResend ∗  ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Receiver_Error ≔ TRUE 
END 
 









grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd3   :     ∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦0 ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x↦1 ∉ Resending 
            ⇒time+tick≤Sending03T(x↦0)+ResendingDL 
 
grd4   :     ∀ x0,x1 · x1 < MaxResend ∧  x0↦x1 ∈ Resending ∧ x0↦x1 ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x0↦x1+1 ∉ Resending 
            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingT(x0↦x1)+ResendingDL 
 
grd5   :     ∀ x0 · x0↦MaxResend ∈ Resending ∧ x0↦MaxResend ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ Error = FALSE Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingT(x0↦MaxResend)+ResendingDL 
 
grd6   :     ∀ x0,x1 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ ReceivingACK ∧ x0+1 ↦0 ∉ Sending03 ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤ReceivingACKT(x0↦x1)+0 
 
grd7   :
    
∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦0 ∉ Receiving ∧ x↦0 ∉ DataLost ⇒ time+tick ≤ Sending03T(x↦
0) + ChannelDL 
   //   Chan
nel 
grd8   
:    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Resending ∧ x↦y ∉ Receiving ∧ x↦y ∉ Rereceiving ∧ x↦y ∉ DataLost ⇒ time+ti
ck ≤ ResendingT(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
   //   Cha
nnel 
grd9   :
    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Receiving ∧ x↦y ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x↦y ∉ ACKLost ⇒ time+tick ≤ ReceivingT(
x↦y) + ChannelDL 
   //   Chan
nel 
grd10   
:    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Rereceiving ∧ x↦y ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x↦y ∉ ACKLost ⇒ time+tick ≤ Rereceivi
ngT(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
   //   Chan
nel 
grd11   
:    
∀ x0,x1,x2 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ Receiving ∧ x0+1 ↦x2 ∉ Receiving ∧x0 ↦x1+1 ∉ Rereceivin
g  ∧ Receiver_Error = FALSE 
             ⇒time+tick≤ReceivingT(x0↦x1)+ReceiverDL 
 
   //   Rece
iver 
grd12   
:    
∀ x0,x1,x2 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ Rereceiving ∧ x0+1 ↦x2 ∉ Receiving ∧x0 ↦x1+1 ∉ Rereceivi
ng  ∧ Receiver_Error = FALSE 
             ⇒time+tick≤RereceivingT(x0↦x1)+ReceiverDL 
 
   //   Rece
iver 
THEN 















Sending03     //   Flag 
Error     //   Flag 
ReceivingACK     //   Flag 
transfered 
sent2     //   sent packets 
time 
Sending03T 
ReceivingACKT     //   time 
Resending     //   Flag 
ResendingT     //   time 
DataLost     //   Flag 
ACKLost     //   Flag 
Receiving     //   Flag 
ReceivingT     //   time 
received     //   Keep track of the received packetes in the receiver 
Rereceiving     //   Flag 
RereceivingT     //   time 
Receiver_Error     //   Type 
Sending03_Channel     //   duplicate 
Receiving_Channel     //   duplicate 
Sending03T_Channel     //   duplicate 
Resending_Channel     //   duplicate 
Rereceiving_Channel     //   duplicate 
ReceivingACK_Channel     //   duplicate 
ReceivingT_Channel     //   duplicate 
RereceivingT_Channel     //   duplicate 
ResendingT_Channel     //   duplicate 
ReceivingACKT_Channel     //   duplicate 
time_channel     //   duplicate 
time_receiver     //   duplicate 
INVARIANTS 
inv1   :     Sending03_Channel = Sending03 
inv2   :     Receiving_Channel = Receiving 
inv3   :     Sending03T_Channel = Sending03T 
inv4   :     Resending_Channel = Resending 
inv5   :     Rereceiving_Channel = Rereceiving 
inv6   :     ReceivingACK_Channel = ReceivingACK 
inv7   :     ReceivingT_Channel = ReceivingT 
inv8   :     RereceivingT_Channel = RereceivingT 
inv9   :     ResendingT_Channel = ResendingT 
inv10   :     ReceivingACKT_Channel = ReceivingACKT 
inv11   :     time_channel = time 
inv12   :     time_receiver = time 
EVENTS 





act1   :     Sending03 ≔  ∅ 
act2   :     Error ≔ FALSE 
act3   :     ReceivingACK ≔  ∅ 
act4   :     transfered ≔ ∅ 
act5   :     sent2 ≔ ∅ 
act6   :     time ≔ 0 
act7   :     Sending03T ≔ ∅ 
act8   :     ReceivingACKT ≔ ∅ 
act9   :     Resending ≔ ∅ Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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act10   :     ResendingT ≔ ∅ 
act11   :     DataLost ≔ ∅ 
act12   :     ACKLost ≔ ∅ 
act13   :     Receiving ≔ ∅ 
act14   :     ReceivingT ≔ ∅ 
act15   :     received ≔ ∅ 
act16   :     Rereceiving ≔ ∅ 
act17   :     RereceivingT ≔ ∅ 
act18   :     Receiver_Error ≔  FALSE 
act19   :     Sending03_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act20   :     Receiving_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act21   :     Sending03T_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act22   :     Resending_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act23   :     Rereceiving_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act24   :     ReceivingACK_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act25   :     ReceivingT_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act26   :     RereceivingT_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act27   :     ResendingT_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act28   :     ReceivingACKT_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act29   :     time_receiver ≔ 0 
act30   :     time_channel ≔ 0 
END 
 











grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd3   :     x↦0 ∉ Sending03 
grd4   :     x = 0 ⇒ReceivingACK=∅ 
grd5   :     x > 0 ⇒ x−1 ∈ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd6   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Sending03 ≔ Sending03 ∪ {x↦0} 
act2   :     sent2 ≔ sent2 ∪ {m} 
act3   :     Sending03T(x↦0) ≔ time 
act4   :     Sending03_Channel ≔ Sending03_Channel ∪ {x↦0} 
act5   :     Sending03T_Channel(x↦0) ≔ time_channel 
END 
 










grd1   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ Resending 
grd2   :     x0 ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Resending 
grd4   :     x1 ≤ MaxResend 
grd5   :     Error = FALSE 
grd6   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ⇒ time ≥  Sending03T(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
grd7   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Resending ⇒ time ≥  ResendingT(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Resending ≔ Resending ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     ResendingT(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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act3   :     Resending_Channel ≔ Resending_Channel ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act4   :     ResendingT_Channel(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time_channel 
END 
 











grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y 
grd3   :     x0 ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd4   :     x0 ↦ x1 ∈ Receiving_Channel ∪ Rereceiving_Channel 
grd5   :     x0 ↦ x1 ∉ ACKLost 
grd6   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     ReceivingACK ≔ ReceivingACK ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     transfered ≔ transfered  ∪ {m} 
act3   :     ReceivingACKT(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time 
act4   :     ReceivingACK_Channel ≔ ReceivingACK_Channel ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act5   :     ReceivingACKT_Channel(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time_channel 
END 
 









grd1   :     x ↦ y ∈ Resending 
grd2   :     x ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd3   :     y = MaxResend 
grd4   :     Error = FALSE 
grd5   :     time ≥  ResendingT(x ↦ y) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Error ≔  TRUE 
END 
 









grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Sending03_Channel ∪ Resending_Channel 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Receiving_Channel ∪ Rereceiving_Channel 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
THEN 
act1   :     DataLost ≔ DataLost ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
END 
 











grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Receiving_Channel ∪ Rereceiving_Channel 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ReceivingACK_Channel 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ACKLost 
THEN 
act1   :     ACKLost ≔ ACKLost ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
END 
 











grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Resending_Channel ∪ Sending03_Channel 
grd4   :     x0 ∉ dom(Receiving) 
grd5   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
THEN 
act1   :     Receiving ≔ Receiving ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act2   :     received ≔ received ∪ {m} 
act3   :     ReceivingT(x0↦x1) ≔ time_receiver 
act4   :     Receiving_Channel ≔ Receiving_Channel ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act5   :     ReceivingT_Channel(x0↦x1) ≔ time_channel 
END 
 









grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Resending_Channel 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Rereceiving 
grd4   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Receiving 
grd5   :     x0 ∈ dom(Receiving) 
THEN 
act1   :     Rereceiving ≔ Rereceiving ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act2   :     RereceivingT(x0↦x1) ≔ time_receiver 
act3   :     Rereceiving_Channel ≔ Rereceiving_Channel ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act4   :     RereceivingT_Channel(x0↦x1) ≔ time_channel 
END 
 









grd1   :     Receiver_Error = FALSE 
grd2   :     Receiving ≠ ∅ 
grd3   :     last ∉ dom(Receiving) 
grd4   :     x ↦ y ∈ Receiving 
grd5   :     x < last Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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grd6   :     x+1 ↦ y ∉ Receiving 
grd7   :     time_receiver ≥  ReceivingT(x ↦ y) + MaxResend ∗  ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Receiver_Error ≔ TRUE 
END 
 








grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd3   :     ∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦0 ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x↦1 ∉ Resending 
            ⇒time+tick≤Sending03T(x↦0)+ResendingDL 
 
grd4   :     ∀ x0,x1 · x1 < MaxResend ∧  x0↦x1 ∈ Resending ∧ x0↦x1 ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x0↦x1+1 ∉ Resending 
            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingT(x0↦x1)+ResendingDL 
 
grd5   :     ∀ x0 · x0↦MaxResend ∈ Resending ∧ x0↦MaxResend ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingT(x0↦MaxResend)+ResendingDL 
 
grd6   :     ∀ x0,x1 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ ReceivingACK ∧ x0+1 ↦0 ∉ Sending03 ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤ReceivingACKT(x0↦x1)+0 
 
grd7   
:    
∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03_Channel ∧ x↦0 ∉ Receiving_Channel ∧ x↦0 ∉ DataLost ⇒ time_channel+tick ≤ Sendi
ng03T_Channel(x↦0) + ChannelDL 
grd8
   :    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Resending_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ Receiving_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ Rereceiving_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ DataL
ost ⇒ time_channel+tick ≤ ResendingT_Channel(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
grd9   
:    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Receiving_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ ReceivingACK_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ ACKLost ⇒ time_channel+tick 
≤ ReceivingT_Channel(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
grd10 
  :    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Rereceiving_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ ReceivingACK_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ ACKLost ⇒ time_channel+tic
k ≤ RereceivingT_Channel(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
grd11   :
    
∀ x0,x1,x2 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ Receiving ∧ x0+1 ↦x2 ∉ Receiving ∧x0 ↦x1+1 ∉ Rereceiving  ∧ Receiver
_Error = FALSE 
             ⇒time_receiver+tick≤ReceivingT(x0↦x1)+ReceiverDL 
 
grd12   :
    
∀ x0,x1,x2 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ Rereceiving ∧ x0+1 ↦x2 ∉ Receiving ∧x0 ↦x1+1 ∉ Rereceiving  ∧ Receiv
er_Error = FALSE 
             ⇒time_receiver+tick≤RereceivingT(x0↦x1)+ReceiverDL 
 
THEN 
act1   :     time ≔ time+tick 
act2   :     time_channel ≔ time_channel + tick 
act3   :     time_receiver ≔ time_receiver + tick 
END 
 
END Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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typing_ReceivingACK   :     ReceivingACK ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_Resending   :     Resending ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_time   :     time ∈ ℤ 
typing_Sending03   :     Sending03 ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_ResendingT   :     ResendingT ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_transfered   :     transfered ∈ ℙ(ℤ × NET_MESSAGE) 
typing_sent2   :     sent2 ∈ ℙ(ℤ × NET_MESSAGE) 
typing_ReceivingACKT   :     ReceivingACKT ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_Sending03T   :     Sending03T ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_Error   :     Error ∈ BOOL 
m00_inv5   :     time∈ℕ 
m00_inv7   :     dom(Send_Message) = 0‥last 
m00_inv8   :     last ≥ 0 
m01_inv1   :     transfered ⊆ Send_Message 
m01_inv17   :     ∀ x,y · x ∈ ℕ ⇸ NET_MESSAGE ∧ y ⊆ x ∧   dom(x) = dom(y) ⇒   x = y 
m03_inv3   :     sent2 ⊆ Send_Message 
m04_inv4   :     Sending03T ∈ Sending03 → ℕ 
m06_inv15   :
    
∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦1 ∈ Resending ⇒ ResendingT(x↦1) ≥  Sending03T(x↦0) + Rese
ndingDL 
m06_inv16   
:    
∀ x,y · x↦y−1 ∈ Resending ∧ x↦y ∈ Resending ⇒ ResendingT(x↦y) ≥  ResendingT(x↦y−1) 
+ ResendingDL 
EVENTS 




act1   :     Sending03 ≔  ∅ 
act2   :     Error ≔ FALSE 
act3   :     ReceivingACK ≔  ∅ 
act4   :     transfered ≔ ∅ 
act5   :     sent2 ≔ ∅ 
act6   :     time ≔ 0 
act7   :     Sending03T ≔ ∅ 
act8   :     ReceivingACKT ≔ ∅ 
act9   :     Resending ≔ ∅ 
act10   :     ResendingT ≔ ∅ 
END 
 
Sending03   ≙    
STATUS 








typing_m   :     m ∈ ℤ × NET_MESSAGE 
typing_y   :     y ∈ NET_MESSAGE 
typing_x   :     x ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x ↦ y 
grd3   :     x↦0 ∉ Sending03 
grd4   :     x = 0 ⇒ReceivingACK=∅ 
grd5   :     x > 0 ⇒ x−1 ∈ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd6   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     Sending03 ≔ Sending03 ∪ {x↦0} 
act2   :     sent2 ≔ sent2 ∪ {m} 
act3   :     Sending03T(x↦0) ≔ time 
END 
 







typing_x0   :     x0 ∈ ℤ 
typing_x1   :     x1 ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ∪ Resending 
grd2   :     x0 ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Resending 
grd4   :     x1 ≤ MaxResend 
grd5   :     Error = FALSE 
grd6   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Sending03 ⇒ time ≥  Sending03T(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
grd7   :     x0↦x1−1 ∈ Resending ⇒ time ≥  ResendingT(x0↦x1−1) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Resending ≔ Resending ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     ResendingT(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time 
END 
 









typing_m   :     m ∈ ℤ × NET_MESSAGE 
typing_y   :     y ∈ NET_MESSAGE 
typing_x0   :     x0 ∈ ℤ 
typing_x1   :     x1 ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y 
grd3   :     x0 ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd6   :     Error = FALSE 
THEN 
act1   :     ReceivingACK ≔ ReceivingACK ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act2   :     transfered ≔ transfered  ∪ {m} 












typing_y   :     y ∈ ℤ 
typing_x   :     x ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     x ↦ y ∈ Resending 
grd2   :     x ∉ dom(ReceivingACK) 
grd3   :     y = MaxResend 
grd4   :     Error = FALSE 
grd5   :     time ≥  ResendingT(x ↦ y) + ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Error ≔  TRUE 
END 
 






typing_tick   :     tick ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd3   :     ∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03 ∧ x↦0 ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x↦1 ∉ Resending 
            ⇒time+tick≤Sending03T(x↦0)+ResendingDL 
 
grd4   : 
   
∀ x0,x1 · x1 < MaxResend ∧  x0↦x1 ∈ Resending ∧ x0↦x1 ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ x0↦x1+1 ∉ Res
ending 
            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingT(x0↦x1)+ResendingDL 
 
grd5   :     ∀ x0 · x0↦MaxResend ∈ Resending ∧ x0↦MaxResend ∉ ReceivingACK ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤ResendingT(x0↦MaxResend)+ResendingDL 
 
grd6   :     ∀ x0,x1 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ ReceivingACK ∧ x0+1 ↦0 ∉ Sending03 ∧ Error = FALSE 
            ⇒time+tick≤ReceivingACKT(x0↦x1)+0 
 
THEN 
act1   :     time ≔ time+tick 
END 
 
END   Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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typing_Receiving   :     Receiving ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_ReceivingT   :     ReceivingT ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_time_receiver   :     time_receiver ∈ ℤ 
typing_received   :     received ∈ ℙ(ℤ × NET_MESSAGE) 
typing_Receiver_Error   :     Receiver_Error ∈ BOOL 
typing_RereceivingT   :     RereceivingT ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_Rereceiving   :     Rereceiving ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
m00_inv7   :     dom(Send_Message) = 0‥last 
m00_inv8   :     last ≥ 0 
m01_inv17   :     ∀ x,y · x ∈ ℕ ⇸ NET_MESSAGE ∧ y ⊆ x ∧   dom(x) = dom(y) ⇒   x = y 
m06_inv4   :     ReceivingT ∈ Receiving → ℕ 
m06_inv9   :     RereceivingT ∈ Rereceiving → ℕ 
m07_inv7   :     ∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Rereceiving ⇒ x ∈ dom(Receiving) 
EVENTS 




act13   :     Receiving ≔ ∅ 
act14   :     ReceivingT ≔ ∅ 
act15   :     received ≔ ∅ 
act16   :     Rereceiving ≔ ∅ 
act17   :     RereceivingT ≔ ∅ 
act18   :     Receiver_Error ≔  FALSE 
act29   :     time_receiver ≔ 0 
END 
 









typing_m   :     m ∈ ℤ × NET_MESSAGE 
typing_y   :     y ∈ NET_MESSAGE 
typing_x0   :     x0 ∈ ℤ 
typing_x1   :     x1 ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y 
grd4   :     x0 ∉ dom(Receiving) 
THEN 
act1   :     Receiving ≔ Receiving ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act2   :     received ≔ received ∪ {m} Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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act3   :     ReceivingT(x0↦x1) ≔ time_receiver 
END 
 







typing_x0   :     x0 ∈ ℤ 
typing_x1   :     x1 ∈ ℤ 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Rereceiving 
grd4   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Receiving 
grd5   :     x0 ∈ dom(Receiving) 
THEN 
act1   :     Rereceiving ≔ Rereceiving ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act2   :     RereceivingT(x0↦x1) ≔ time_receiver 
END 
 







typing_y   :     y ∈ ℤ 
typing_x   :     x ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     Receiver_Error = FALSE 
grd2   :     Receiving ≠ ∅ 
grd3   :     last ∉ dom(Receiving) 
grd4   :     x ↦ y ∈ Receiving 
grd5   :     x < last 
grd6   :     x+1 ↦ y ∉ Receiving 
grd7   :     time_receiver ≥  ReceivingT(x ↦ y) + MaxResend ∗  ResendingDL 
THEN 
act1   :     Receiver_Error ≔ TRUE 
END 
 






typing_tick   :     tick ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd11   
:    
∀ x0,x1,x2 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ Receiving ∧ x0+1 ↦x2 ∉ Receiving ∧ x0 ↦x1+1 ∉ Rereceiving  
∧ Receiver_Error = FALSE 
             ⇒time_receiver+tick≤ReceivingT(x0↦x1)+ReceiverDL 
 
grd12   
:    
∀ x0,x1,x2 · x0 <last ∧ x0↦x1 ∈ Rereceiving ∧ x0+1 ↦x2 ∉ Receiving ∧ x0 ↦x1+1 ∉ Rereceiving
  ∧ Receiver_Error = FALSE 
             ⇒time_receiver+tick≤RereceivingT(x0↦x1)+ReceiverDL 
 
THEN 
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typing_Resending_Channel   :     Resending_Channel ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_ACKLost   :     ACKLost ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_DataLost   :     DataLost ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_Sending03T_Channel   :     Sending03T_Channel ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_RereceivingT_Channel   :     RereceivingT_Channel ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_Sending03_Channel   :     Sending03_Channel ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_Rereceiving_Channel   :     Rereceiving_Channel ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_time_channel   :     time_channel ∈ ℤ 
typing_ReceivingACK_Channel   :     ReceivingACK_Channel ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_Receiving_Channel   :     Receiving_Channel ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_ReceivingACKT_Channel   :     ReceivingACKT_Channel ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_ReceivingT_Channel   :     ReceivingT_Channel ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ × ℤ) 
typing_ResendingT_Channel   :     ResendingT_Channel ∈ ℙ(ℤ × ℤ × ℤ) 
m00_inv7   :     dom(Send_Message) = 0‥last 
m00_inv8   :     last ≥ 0 
m01_inv17   :     ∀ x,y · x ∈ ℕ ⇸ NET_MESSAGE ∧ y ⊆ x ∧   dom(x) = dom(y) ⇒   x = y 
EVENTS 




act11   :     DataLost ≔ ∅ 
act12   :     ACKLost ≔ ∅ 
act19   :     Sending03_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act20   :     Receiving_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act21   :     Sending03T_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act22   :     Resending_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act23   :     Rereceiving_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act24   :     ReceivingACK_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act25   :     ReceivingT_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act26   :     RereceivingT_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act27   :     ResendingT_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act28   :     ReceivingACKT_Channel ≔ ∅ 
act30   :     time_channel ≔ 0 
END 
 










typing_m   :     m ∈ ℤ × NET_MESSAGE 
typing_y   :     y ∈ NET_MESSAGE 
typing_x   :     x ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x ↦ y 
THEN 
act4   :     Sending03_Channel ≔ Sending03_Channel ∪ {x↦0} 
act5   :     Sending03T_Channel(x↦0) ≔ time_channel 
END 
 







typing_x0   :     x0 ∈ ℤ 
typing_x1   :     x1 ∈ ℤ 
grd4   :     x1 ≤ MaxResend 
THEN 
act3   :     Resending_Channel ≔ Resending_Channel ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act4   :     ResendingT_Channel(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time_channel 
END 
 









typing_m   :     m ∈ ℤ × NET_MESSAGE 
typing_y   :     y ∈ NET_MESSAGE 
typing_x0   :     x0 ∈ ℤ 
typing_x1   :     x1 ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y 
grd4   :     x0 ↦ x1 ∈ Receiving_Channel ∪ Rereceiving_Channel 
grd5   :     x0 ↦ x1 ∉ ACKLost 
THEN 
act4   :     ReceivingACK_Channel ≔ ReceivingACK_Channel ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
act5   :     ReceivingACKT_Channel(x0 ↦ x1) ≔ time_channel 
END 
 







typing_x0   :     x0 ∈ ℤ Message Passing Case-study (Time Added Manually) 
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typing_x1   :     x1 ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Sending03_Channel ∪ Resending_Channel 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ Receiving_Channel ∪ Rereceiving_Channel 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
THEN 
act1   :     DataLost ≔ DataLost ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
END 
 







typing_x0   :     x0 ∈ ℤ 
typing_x1   :     x1 ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Receiving_Channel ∪ Rereceiving_Channel 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ReceivingACK_Channel 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∉ ACKLost 
THEN 
act1   :     ACKLost ≔ ACKLost ∪ {x0 ↦ x1} 
END 
 









typing_m   :     m ∈ ℤ × NET_MESSAGE 
typing_y   :     y ∈ NET_MESSAGE 
typing_x0   :     x0 ∈ ℤ 
typing_x1   :     x1 ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     m ∈ Send_Message 
grd2   :     m = x0 ↦ y 
grd3   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Resending_Channel ∪ Sending03_Channel 
grd5   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
THEN 
act4   :     Receiving_Channel ≔ Receiving_Channel ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act5   :     ReceivingT_Channel(x0↦x1) ≔ time_channel 
END 
 







typing_x0   :     x0 ∈ ℤ 
typing_x1   :     x1 ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     x0↦x1 ∈ Resending_Channel 
grd2   :     x0↦x1 ∉ DataLost 
THEN 
act3   :     Rereceiving_Channel ≔ Rereceiving_Channel ∪ {x0↦x1} 
act4   :     RereceivingT_Channel(x0↦x1) ≔ time_channel 










typing_tick   :     tick ∈ ℤ 
grd1   :     tick∈ℕ 
grd2   :     tick > 0 
grd7 
  :    
∀ x · x↦0 ∈ Sending03_Channel ∧ x↦0 ∉ Receiving_Channel ∧ x↦0 ∉ DataLost ⇒ time_channel+
tick ≤ Sending03T_Channel(x↦0) + ChannelDL 
grd8
   :    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Resending_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ Receiving_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ Rereceiving_Channel ∧ x
↦y ∉ DataLost ⇒ time_channel+tick ≤ ResendingT_Channel(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
grd9 
  :    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Receiving_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ ReceivingACK_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ ACKLost ⇒ time_ch
annel+tick ≤ ReceivingT_Channel(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
grd10
   :    
∀ x,y · x↦y ∈ Rereceiving_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ ReceivingACK_Channel ∧ x↦y ∉ ACKLost ⇒ time_
channel+tick ≤ RereceivingT_Channel(x↦y) + ChannelDL 
THEN 
act2   :     time_channel ≔ time_channel + tick 
END 
 
END 
 